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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
Kentucky Derby – The Only Day that Horse Racing Counts? 

 
The Kentucky Derby is a great tradition and the key moment of focus for the sport of horse racing in the 
United States.  The sports media and sports fans – that never pay attention to thoroughbred racing the rest 
of the year - take an active interest in horse racing on the first Saturday in May.  And then forget about it 
the rest of the year.  There is some renewed interest when the Breeders Cup rolls around in the fall, yet 
the Derby has been relegated to the World Series and Super Bowl of thoroughbred racing in the eyes of 
the press.  There are dozens of equally impressive Grade I events throughout the year that get little notice. 
  
A similar situation used to exist for auto racing – the Indianapolis 500 was the only race most Americans 
thought about all year.  But today, NASCAR, formula racing and the grand prix circuit are bursting with 
popularity and the Indy 500 is just another big day on a full calendar for media reportage of motor sports. 
 
Why hasn’t thoroughbred racing been able to capture more media attention?  This issue has been explored 
a thousand times in the past 20 years as horse racing began declining in popula rity.  The NTRA was setup 
to provide cohesion to the major tracks and pump some life into the sport through television and Internet 
exposure.  Instead, “go baby go” has became a laughable mantra to almost everyone.   
 
The key to fostering excitement about a sport is to care about the participants and personalities involved.  
The average citizen cannot name a single jockey or racehorse in training, and even those who read the 
sports pages each day probably don’t know that Laffit Pincay has become the top winning rider in the 
history of thoroughbred racing.  Few people outside the sport are even aware that he is inching toward 
10,000 lifetime victories – an astonishing athletic feat that is incomparable in the athletic world.   
 
Why did that happen – why are the great jockeys and champion horses largely ignored in sports media?  
Maybe because horse racing is tied to gambling – and gambling is often tied to criminal behavior.  But 
there are just as many criminal athletes, drug problems and scandals in the other sports.  It is hard to pin 
down the exact reasons for loss of public attention if that is the case.     
 
Regardless of press exposure, horse racing is enjoying some decent times financially.  And I believe 
things will get better in a soft economy (see Jan newsletter article on this).  Yet, without a continuing in-
flux of new players to the game, our job as serious handicappers becomes more difficult.  We end up 
competing for each other’s money in a very tight market of smart investors.  Combine tough competition 
among our peers with increasing takeouts and taxes and it becomes more and more difficult to show long 
term profits.  Anyone running data tests with ROI already knows this.  High win percentages based on 
obvious standout horses result in net losses of money.  
 
As far as handicapping the Kentucky Derby – we have Tom Walters to give you an early perspective on 
the 2001 event on the next page.  I’ll preface his article with a few interesting statistics compiled from 
HTR velocity screens in the past seven years on the Derby.  Keep in mind that the race usually has a field 
of 16 or more, making any ranking method more difficult to sift through.  I prefer to use paceline mode 
(2) on the Kentucky Derby – one of the few times that I utilize it during the year.  Method (2) selects the 
horse’s best line from the last three starts - in most cases with the Derby field, this will likely be a 3yr old 
Derby prep race at a route distance.  
 

Ev / Fr1 winners (ranked 1) = 0/7 
Ev / Fr1 winners(top 3)  =  2/7 
Lv / LP  winners (ranked 1) = 2/7 
Lv / LP winners (top 3) = 4/7 
S/P winners(ranked-1) 3/7 
S/P winners(top 3) 5/7 
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Tom Walters -- Early Kentucky Picture 2001 
 
Tom Walters is a lifetime member of HTR.. The TomCat will be a featured presenter at our annual semi-
nar at the Stardust Hotel in Las Vegas this June – this will be his fourth year as a speaker.  He lives in 
Lexington with his wife Linda.  He contributes this article from his perspective on the Kentucky scene. 
 
The Derby Process  
The Kentucky Derby is always a wide-open race with a huge field.  Now that we have advanced wager-
ing, the betting field is even bigger (for the time being) and the intrigue and complexity more interesting.  
The Derby is as much an event of power and prestige as it is about thoroughbreds and money.    
 
A crowd of 10,000 spectators watched Aristides, raised on a farm down the street from Handicappers 
Data Warehouse, win the first Kentucky Derby more than 120 years ago.  Twenty years later they put up 
the famous twin spires.  The race has been transformed over the years to one of the most watched sporting 
events in the world.  It has become the number one celebrity event of the year in the state of Kentucky 
and for the sport of horse racing.  Richard Nixon attended the Derby while in office and seven other 
American presidents have attended, not including the current president George W. Bush who attended last 
year while beginning his race for the oval office.  This year, with television and satellite coverage, mil-
lions of fans around the world will try to root their choice home in the 2001 Kentucky Derby – the most 
exciting 2 minutes in sports. 
 
Still early (March), whom do we select in the future wagering?  Being an old history teacher I am inclined 
to review the past to understand the present.  Here are my suggestions: 
 
1. Speed figures in major preps – check out the winning speed figures in all the big prep races and note 

the average as you go.  Focus on those horses that show they can run faster than the average.  The 
Derby final figure will likely exceed the top prep figure by a point or two.  So those that are running 
below normal numbers would need to improve dramatically and are unlikely to do so.  30/1 winner 
Charismatic had one of the top figures going into the Derby in 1999 (Lexington Stakes win at KEE).     

 
2. The Dosage Index – this is ratio of speed to stamina in the first 4 generations of a horse’s pedigree. 

The past decade we have seen the average winning Derby dosage number edging higher and higher.  
The old rule of thumb was 4.0 or less - but this system, which was accurate for so many years, has 
been dead wrong in recent years.   

 
3. Play the closers or sustained pace horses.  The ability to go the classic distance through the tiring 

stretch at Churchill Downs is a major challenge that all contestants face.  Obviously a horse that can 
rate kindly behind the leaders and then motor home that final stretch to the wire is the one we want.   

 
4. Derby experienced trainers. Only 15 trainers since 1950 have won the Derby their first try.  Experi-

ence counts.  Success is repeated.  Baffert and Lukas have dominated the entire Triple Crown in the 
last 10 years.   

 
5. A jockey with experience in the Derby is a must.  Big time money winning jockeys have the edge. 
 
6. Look for the money.  The big sales at Keeneland and other top venues are dominated with well-

heeled clients and wealthy stables looking for one thing - a Derby winner.  This year, the amount of 
money spent at the Keeneland sale was a world record.  The influx of non-Americans into the picture 
continues to grow.  Last year a Japanese owner won.  The Arabs with unlimited financial resources 
have vowed to win the Derby at any cost.  Europeans are sending twice as many horses to the USA.  
The ultimate prestige of a Derby win, so very rare and special, has become irresistible. 
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Tom Walters – The 2001 Derby Picture .. continued 
 

Thoughts and Recommendations 
At the sales, Baffert and Lukas seemed to have all the money they wanted from their wealthy owners.  
Rick Pitino also teamed up with the Celtic Pride Stable and they own AP Valentine.  They have already 
sold interests in the horse well in excess of the price they paid for him.  There is a lot of this shuffling and 
dealing going on now as we approach the Derby and they try to keep it hush-hush as long as possible. 
 
Early Derby Pool selections. 

a. Global Gate – this is Baffert and the Lewis’s. 
b. Gold Trader – WT Young kept this one, and Lukas is training.  They have been here before. 
c. Startac – Paulson stable owned and Theatical sired.  A great combination.  A ton of money. 
d. Street Cry – The Godolphin Stable (Sheik Mohammed), bred in Ireland.  The Arabs seem to like 

this one as their top choice for Derby 2001. 
 

Keep an eye on the field  wager.  A lot of potential talent is in there.  If the odds are fair, don’t be afraid to 
dip.  But I hear there was a big wager in Louisville and the field  ended up the 3/1 favorite in the first pool.  
The next early Derby wagering pool commences on March 8th.  Good Luck – please write to me with your 
comments- tomcat62@home.com                    tom walters 
 

 
Tommy Castillo scores big in rich MGM Tournament 

Tommy Castillo, a lifelong member of HTR, narrowly missed the top prize in a dramatic handicapping 
tournament at the MGM in Las Vegas (Feb 24-25).  The entry fee for this contest was $1500 and attracted 
53 very determined veteran horseplayers.  They wagered 12 mandatory races from GP, SA and AQU each 
day using a $2 win-place-show bet format.  Tommy received a check for $18,550 for finishing second, 
with his final total of 142.0, just 2.6 points behind winner Stan Bavlish who received 1st place prize 
money worth $42,400. 
 
Tommy resides in Dallas Texas, but seems to spend more time at contests than he does at home these 
days – and why not with the hundreds of thousands of dollars that are at stake!  Most HTR members that 
have competed in tournaments over the years have succeeded in bringing home prize money (re: Novem-
ber 2000 newsletter).  The emphasis at most tournaments is in finding longshot winners.  Accurate veloc-
ity numbers, particularly fraction-one-early-speed is the key to finding those overlays in most cases. 
 
If you were wondering about Castillo’s secret to tournament success – sorry - I have sworn to keep quiet!  
But I will tell you that he has paid me generously for custom handicapping applications that focus entirely 
on longshot selections that pay above $20 to win.  There is one secret I will share about him – he re-
searches tirelessly and is a dedicated hard worker – his custom application is based on HTR pace and ve-
locity factors, but the output is entirely his own unique concept evolved from years of analysis and obser-
vation.  Those who dig deep enough usually hit pay dirt.  
 
Tommy Castillo and a number of other HTR members will be competing in the upcoming SunCoast In-
vitational Tournament in Las Vegas on March 28th.  Entry fee is $1000 with 300- 400 players expected.  
Top prize in excess of $100,000.  Call the SunCoast at 1-800-566-7223 for an information package or to 
get on their mailing list for the upcoming Orleans Hotel big tournament in October - "the world's richest 
handicapping contest".  
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News for HTR Users 
IMPACT Upgrade – more Power- more Features 

 
There is a new version of IMPACT software available for immediate download from our HTR informa-
tion web site – software upgrades link.  IMPACT is a unique velocity/pace figure program that was origi-
nally introduced at our Las Vegas seminar last year.  This new version adds several innovative features 
and a sensational export utility for those desiring maximum research into the numbers. 
 
I’ll explain most of the features of the new IMPACT in these pages, but be sure to download and read the 
two detailed text files related to the program if you have questions.  If you intend to use the export func-
tion, reading the IMPEXP text file is a must to know the file specifications for importing the comma-
delimited files into a database such as MS Access.  Read our HTR message board frequently for user-
interaction with IMPACT and data analysis they are doing.   
 
HTR is the only handicapping service in the world that provides 100% of it’s proprietary numbers in an 
efficient data export allowing users can run their own independent and unbiased tests and queries.  Ap-
parently, no other software developer is brave (or stupid) enough to allow that kind scrutiny!  Thanks to 
those of you that share your findings on our message board.    
 
IMPACT handicapping factors 
The IMPACT handicapping screen consists of three primary pace/velocity figures and along with other 
ratings and information to round out the analysis of each race.  Here are the primary items in a nutshell. 
 
• eSP – the 1st fraction velocity figure.  Probably the most critical factor on the screen.  The source 

number for most predictable longshots on dirt.   
 
• Att – a true turn time rating.  Computed as closely as possible from the backstretch to the top of the 

stretch, so that the entire figure is based entirely on the far turn in most every case.  
 
• Res – final stretch portion (1/8 of a mile) of the race in which severe deceleration takes place in dirt 

races.  Res numbers are comparatively higher in grass events. 
 
• Total.  The sum of the three ratings above and a solid comparative figure for overall ability.   
 
• eDIF (new) – the difference between the top ranked eSP runner and the rest of the field.  The ability 

to discern an early pace advantage or a potential speed duel is the purpose of this item - a tool of criti-
cal value to every handicapper.  

 
• Level – Similar to ACL (average competition level).  A horse’s apparent competitive level and can be 

compared to the race par for estimating class changes.  Brackets [  ] indicate a definitive class drop is 
taking place for the horse.    

 
• RS – usual HTR letter running style designations.  The (*) designation in this column indicates the 

probable quickest horse to the first furlong.  The formula for computing the likely early leader (*) is 
slightly changed from previous HTR versions.  

 
• Trainer and Rating (new) – the trainer’s name appears along with a newly computed rating for his 

ability.  Based primarily on the trainer’s one year record and adjusted for today’s situation and jockey 
choice.  The chart below is a guide to the rating number. 

 
400 - 499 everything this trainer sends out is live 
350 – 399 top notch conditioner 
300 – 349 above average trainer  
200 – 299 average range 
100 – 199 below average to weak trainer 
010 – 099 a bad situation - horses rarely run 
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News for HTR Users 
IMPACT Upgrade … continued 

 
New Program Features 
There are some slick new tools in the new IMPACT - designed to help organize the handicapping process 
rapidly and effortlessly. 
 
• There is no user paceline selection within the IMPACT program.  The output is static, the user cannot 

change the numbers by selecting different running lines.  Conventional paceline picking approaches 
tend to look for a representative race, one in which the horse ran well enough to give him a compara-
tive basis.  This usually means looking at the finish position or final time speed figure.  IMPACT 
changes that paradigm and searches for the horse’s most likely early speed scenario – regardless of 
how that translates at the end of the race.  The purpose here is to correctly ascertain the maximum 
amount of pace pressure that is likely for the field in question.  The ability to accurately forecast the 
early pace picture is, in my opinion, the most critical element in the handicapping process.  The 
workload and placement required as a race unfolds early is key to understanding what happened at the 
finish. 

 
• Scratching.  There are two new scratch tools in IMPACT.  The first screen has a full-card scratch rou-

tine that allows all horses in each of the races for the day to be displayed at once.  When the day’s 
early scratches are known before the races you can zap them out in seconds.  The individual race- 
handicapping screen now allows you to highlight any horse that is a late scratch and press <del> to 
remove him instantly.  This is a neat feature for laptop users or home bettors that need to get late 
scratches out of the mix at a moment’s notice.  There is a “restore” button on the screen that immedi-
ately puts back all the horses previously scratched.  That allows the user to move non-contenders 
temporarily off the screen if desired and then bring them back.  Important: after Results are 
downloaded and processed for each race, the scratch options are no longer allowed.  All HTR soft-
ware programs over-write any user interaction regarding scratches after the results are in.  Once the 
results are final - the software maintains and computes the data based only on the actual scratches that 
occurred that day.  This ensures 100% accuracy of the final output for modeling, exporting and test-
ing.   

 
• Sorting.  On the individual race screens the user may sort the five key ratings by pressing 1-5 on the 

keyboard or clicking the “sort” link on the screen.  Previous versions of IMPACT had a default sort 
for the Total only.  The new default sort is the <1> early speed rating (eSP).  However, the final 
printed output is up to the user and any of the five sorts are available.  This is another flexible tool for 
laptop users that need to restructure the race picture according to prevailing conditions or track bias.  
The (*) symbol is used to designate the top ranked horse in each factor.  The (̂ ), known as a ‘carat’ is 
used to mark the second ranked horse.   

 
• Early Differential in Handicapping. The eDIF column computes a horse’s early speed differential by 

subtracting from the top-ranked eSP for a quick estimation of early placement, pace advantage or po-
tential duels.  A horse with a +10 or more has a significant edge on the field in terms of available 
early energy.  This does not necessarily indicate the horse will run to the front.  Check the running 
style and (*) designation for predicting early position.  It does reveal potential strength if the horse 
utilizes the thrust properly – either by opening up on the field and cruising on the lead, or redistrib-
uting the energy elsewhere in the race to make a move.  If you are looking for longshot winners that 
pay over $25, eSP is the place to find them.  

 
My Friday night topic at our seminar this year will cover the subject of early speed - fraction one 
energy/thrust in detail.  New research and key information for finding longshots and solid fa-
vorites alike will be revealed.  See page 12 here for more information.        
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News for HTR Users 
IMPACT Upgrade – Export Feature  

 
A popular feature of IMPACT is the ability to export the data to a comma-delimited file and then import 
those files into a database program – for most users that is Microsoft Access.  Building a large database 
allows you to test any aspect of the IMPACT output and run queries on an unlimited number of situations.  
The goal is usually to discover specific spot plays or profitable combinations of the data.   
 
There is a text file available with IMPACT that describes the entire structure and specifications of the 
comma-delimited output called IMPEXP.TXT that you can download from the HTR information web site.  
Click the link to ‘software upgrades’ and scroll down to the IMPACT area.   
 
It is beyond the scope this newsletter and my own time constraints to counsel on database software and its 
usage.  My time with customers must be used for HTR software tech-support and customer service.  But 
we do have a terrific alternative – the live seminar.     
 
At our 2000 Las Vegas seminar, Don Nadermann presented an excellent overview of how to import the 
data into MS Access.  He wrote a manual that describes this in detail and it is also available free on our 
web site.  Click the ‘articles’ link to find the seminar materials.  Don has been invited, along with Mike 
DeRienzo, to host a half-day workshop on the same topic this year.  This is free to everyone and you 
should take advantage of this opportunity to learn about HTR data management from experienced users at 
a live forum.  If you are a more advanced database user, this is also a super situation to exchange and 
communicate in a casual environment with people who share your interests.  Email and message boards 
are great sources of information – but there is nothing like the live seminar for covering a subject in-depth 
in a short period of time.   
 
If you cannot make the seminar and want to pursue the task of data manipulation with HTR, consider 
taking a course at a community college or pay-as-you-go computer school.  Don Nadermann teaches at 
New Horizons learning centers.  They are found throughout the country and taking a beginning class in 
MS Access would be well worth the few hundred dollars invested. 
 
This new update to IMPACT’s export has some interesting and helpful new data features.  I carefully or-
ganized the entire output as efficiently as possible using the integer data type.  Integer is the computer 
term for small non-decimal numbers.  Integers are your computers favorite data element to work with.  
They take up the least space in memory and are the blazingly fast in computations for even the slowest 
computers.   
 
Below is a sample of a few of the new integer data fields of interest in the latest IMPACT export.  A 
complete listing appears on the next page. 
 
Field #03  nDAY  day of the week 1= Sun; 2=Mon; 3=Tues etc. 
We all know that better horses tend to run on the weekend.  What implications does this have?  Do late runners win 
more often on Wednesday after the track is worked on the days off?  I used this field to prove a theory of mine that 
front-runners were winning more often on Friday nights at Hollywood Park.   
   
Field #07  nD/S  1= dirt sprint, 2= dirt route, 3= turf sprint, 4= turf route 
I like this one because it enables the user to run a query on general distance/surface categories without having to 
specify parameters for distance and surface separately.     
 
Field #10  nSTB  1= statebred race; 0= open to all 
There are often considerable differences in queries run on open fields vs. state bred runners.  In Kentucky, this is 
meaningless as the bulk of fields there are all bred in the state anyway and Kentucky-breds are the finest thor-
oughbreds in the world already.  Maryland, Florida and California bred horses have assimilated well and you would 
find few categorical differences between their state-bred races and the open contests.  This is not the case in NY, IL, 
NJ, OH and most other states where the state-bred data can differ dramatically from open races.  
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News for HTR Users 
IMPACT Upgrade – Export Feature…continued 

 
There will not be a special model application or testing program available for IMPACT.  The comma-
delimited file output is everything you need to test and scrutinize all aspects of this program data.  A 
small learning curve may be necessary to manipulate the information and run queries, but millions of 
other people have learned to import data into a program such as MS Access or MS Excel.  These programs 
really do all the work for you and the IMPACT data structure is as simple as it gets.  Very little text or 
complicated data fields to work with, and I have documented it 100% (see below).    

 
For those without the time or motivation to use an export utility, IMPACT is actually a pretty easy output 
to keep manual records with.  I would suggest downloading the results and then printing the 3-races per 
page full card output with sort option (1) for each track you are interested in.  Use a highlighter pen to 
mark the winners.  By using the early speed sort, you can quickly notice if most of the winners are com-
ing from the top or bottom of the list (early or late speed).  Be sure to separate turf and dirt / sprint and 
route in your mind when reviewing the pages.  Most winners, even the longest priced bombs, will have 
the (*) or (^) in one or more categories.  Patterns will emerge for sure.  Wet tracks and grass races are 
often the most obvious to discover.   
 
Below are the 46 data fields produced by IMPACT’s export utility and  a description of each.  For some 
of you, sitting on the sidelines with regard to independent data testing, I hope this will wet your appetite 
and get you motivated.  This list is also available in the IMPEXP.TXT file.  
 
Exported Field Specifications 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
F#     HEADER      DATATYPE      ITEM/Example 
.......................................................................... 
01     "tTRK"      STRING        "BEL", "SA" 
02     "tDAT"      STRING        "01-01-2001" = Jan 1, 2001 
03     "nDAY"      INTEGER        Day of the week,  1= Sun; 2= Mon; ...7= Sat 
04     "nRAC"      INTEGER        Race Number  3= 3rd race 
05     "nDIS"      SINGLE (decimal) Distance in furlongs;  ex: 10 = 1 1/4 mile 
06     "nSUR"      INTEGER        1= fast dirt;  2= all turf;  3= wet dirt 
07     "nD/S"      INTEGER        1= dirt sprint; 2= dirt route; 
                                  3= turf sprint; 4= turf route 
 
08     "nCLA"      INTEGER        1= Alw/Stk; 2=Claiming; 3=Msw; 4=Mdn Clmng 
09     "nSEX"      INTEGER        1= Male/Open;  2= Filly or Mare only 
10     "nAGE"      INTEGER        1= older horses (3up or 4up) 
                                  2= 2yr only;  3= 3yr olds only 
11     "nSTB"      INTEGER        1= race restricted to State Breds 
                                  0= open   
12     "nPUR"      INTEGER        Purse in 1000's;   ex: 35 = $35,000 purse 
13     "nCLM"      INTEGER        If applicable, claiming price in 1000's 
                                   ex: 20 = $20,000 claiming price 
14     "nPAR"      INTEGER        HTR race class par 
15     "nFLD"      INTEGER        Final field size if results/scratches in. 
16     "tPGM"      STRING         Horse's official saddle cloth prog number. 
17     "tHOR"      STRING         Name of horse;    15 char maximum 
18     "tJKY"      STRING         Name of jockey;   15 char maximum 
19     "tTRN"      STRING         Name of trainer;  15 char maximum 
20     "nPPO"      INTEGER        Actual post if results are in. 
21     "nMLO"      SINGLE         Decimal Morning Line;  2.5= "5/2" 
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News for HTR Users 
IMPACT Upgrade – Export Feature…continued 

 
22     "nLAY"      INTEGER        Layoff; days since last race; 0= FTS 
23     "nLSX"      INTEGER        1= 1st time lasix;  2= 2nd time lasix 
24     "nBLK"      INTEGER        1= blinkers ON;  2= blinkers OFF 
25     "nRST"      INTEGER        Running Style;  1= "F";  2= "E";  3= "P" 
                                                  4= "P";  5= "R";  0= n/a 
26     "nLDR"      INTEGER        1= projected leader 
                                  same as *RS in HTR 
27     "nLEV"      INTEGER        "Level"  class level RATING   0= n/a 
28     "nESP"      INTEGER        "eSP"    early speed RATING 
29     "nESD"      INTEGER        "eDIF"   early speed DIFFERENTIAL 
                                   ex:     3= +3 advantage; -9= 9pts back 
                                           -99= no rating 
30     "nATT"      INTEGER        "Att"    Attack RATING    
31     "nRES"      INTEGER        "Res"    Resistance RATING 
32     "nTOT"      INTEGER        "Total"  Total RATING 
33     "nTRN"      INTEGER        "Trainer"  trainer power RATING 
34     "rLEV"      INTEGER        "Level"  RANKING   1-9; 0= n/a 
35     "rESP"      INTEGER        "eSP"    RANKING 
36     "rATT"      INTEGER        "Att"    RANKING 
37     "rRES"      INTEGER        "Res"    RANKING 
38     "rTOT"      INTEGER        "Total"  RANKING 
39     "rTRN"      INTEGER        Trainer  RANKING 
40     "rMLO"      INTEGER        ML odds  RANKING 
41     "nFIN"      INTEGER       Finish (this race) if Results are in 
42     "nWIN"      SINGLE        Win price-  race winner only;  9.8=  $9.80 
43     "nPLA"      SINGLE        Place prices-  1-2 finishers only 
44     "nSHO"      SINGLE        Show prices-   1-2-3 finishers only 
45     "nEXA"      SINGLE        Exacta price-  1-2 finishers only 
46     "nTRI"      SINGLE        Trifecta price-  1-2-3 finishers only 
 
Notes: 0 (zero) in fields with RATING or RANKING indicates that horse has no 
running lines to process.  Such as a 1st time starter 
 
Field 41 - 46  require Results.  Mutuel prices are exported with 
applicable 1-2-3 finishers only.   
 
Fields 41-46 = 0 (zero) when Results are not in. 
 

HTR4MSA àà   HTREXP  Update  
I am upgrading the more elaborate HTR4MSA export project and renaming it – HTREXP.  There are doz-
ens of suggestions from eager users and I am continuing to sort through the hundred or so data items and 
selecting and organizing the material for the greatest benefit to all users.  Fields 1-26 listed above will be 
exactly the same in HTREXP with the same field locations.  Fields 41-46 listed here will also be used at 
the end of the data structure in the new program.  This includes using the Place and Show prices for the 
first time.  HTREXP will also utilize the Result Charts to obtain the exact order of finish and final odds of 
every runner.  There is no timetable for completion, but I expect it to be available well before the seminar.   
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Systems and Angles Tests 
The Long Layoff 

 
Were talking here about 6 months or more down time for the horse.  At that point, does the last start or 
previous form cycle mean anything?  What happens when the horse returns from a long rest and then runs 
all-out in its return to the races - will the next start result in the classic bounce?  Are long layoffs less im-
portant for turf horses than dirt runners?  Perhaps profits can be found from horses with extended layoffs 
due to the fact that the public disdains them. 
 
All screens in HTR have a layoff (“Lay”) column – the figure listed is the total number of days since the 
last race.  In these tests we are dealing with horses that have been off for 180 days or longer. 
 
We’ll start by looking at the raw data for layoffs for all horses in the thoroughbred population.  I studied 
339,006 thoroughbred entrants in the last 365-day period.  About 1 horse in 30 will be entered after such a 
layoff and be qualified for the test below.  I ignored turf sprints, wet tracks and 2yr old races as the sam-
ples are too small and volatile to include. 
 

6 month or more layoff  -  no wet tracks – no 2yr olds  
 

Race Type       Win%      I.V.      $ROI   
 

All             09.2      0.75      0.62 
Dirt Spr        09.3      0.76      0.61 
Dirt Rte        08.4      0.69      0.63 
Turf Rte        11.6      0.95      0.77 

 
No question – these horses with extended layoffs are bad bets.  The impact value (i.v.) resides in the 
negative range in all cases – except on grass where the layoff horses nearly hold their own.  The ROI tells 
a miserable tale here and there does not seem to be much hope of making money with these.  Any horse 
entered on dirt is vulnerable and suspicious after a long rest – and are a terrible bet at any odds, especially 
so if under 5/1. 
 
Next, we’ll separate the layoff horses and test just those that appear to have solid competitive chance in 
their return start.  I did this by isolating horses in the layoff group that had one of the two best-last-race 
speed figures in the field.  In other words, if the race immediately prior to the layoff compares well to the 
opponents in the return start – the horse qualifies.  I’ll use HTR performance ratings to rank for speed.  
The same parameters apply here as in the first study – no wet track races, no turf sprints or 2yr olds.       
 
6 month or more layoff  -  horse was ranked 1st or 2nd w/ last race HTR performance figs 
 

Race Type       Win%      I.V.      $ROI   
 

All             17.0      1.39      0.71 
Dirt Spr        16.6      1.36      0.62 
Dirt Rte        15.7      1.29      0.85 
Turf Rte        17.8      1.46      0.93 

 
There are considerable increases in the win percent and impact values in this test.  The extended layoff 
horses that show competitive performance ratings from their most recent start are twice as likely to fire 
off a long rest.  However, the dirt-sprint ROI remains horrible and it is likely that many of these losing 
layoff horses with good speed figures are over-bet by the public in sprints.    
 
Grass horses returning from long layoffs do not suffer as severe a disadvantage as their dirt counterparts.  
Classier turf runners and most quality European grass runners are routinely laid up during the winter 
months.  Not only do the Europeans often fire fresh from a long rest, they can do it after traveling thou-
sands of miles across the Atlantic.  Classy European runners have superior conditioning.  
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Systems and Angles Tests 
Second Start after a Long Layoff 

 
The next chart looks at horses racing in their second start after a long layoff of 6 months or more.  I also 
stipulated that the second-after-layoff occur within 30 days of the return race.  For example: suppose a 
horse had run April 1 last year, then returned to the races on Feb 1 this year – a layoff of 300 days.  He is 
entered again on Feb. 20.  The Feb 20 race would be the 2nd start after the layoff and occurred within 30 
days from the prior race - thus qualifying for the test below.  No wet tracks, 2yr olds or turf sprints were 
tested. 
 

Second start after a 180+ layoff and within 30 days of the previous race. 
 

Race Type       Win%      I.V.      $ROI   
 

All             11.2      0.92      0.65 
Dirt Spr        10.8      0.88      0.66 
Dirt Rte        12.3      1.01      0.62 
Turf Rte        11.3      0.92      0.62 
 

This angle is rarely noticed by the public and thus the horrible ROI from betting on these horses.  Perhaps 
the recovery time after the layoff-return-race needs to be increased by trainers.  Also, the long layoff 
could be evidence that there are physical problems with the horse – problems that may be more acute in 
the second start after an extended rest.   
 
Next let’s look at a popular “bounce” theory based on the second after a layoff.  This theory holds that if 
the horse returns from a long vacation and runs a big race - an all out effort right away - he will “bounce” 
or run poorly if brought back to the races within a short period of time for his next start.  We’ll define a 
big effort after the layoff  here as a race in which the horse finished less than 2 lengths back of the winner 
at the finish.  Some of these horses won, most finished in-the-money.  The question is à does a strong 
effort after such a long rest take too much out of the horse?  Particularly if the next start is on less than 30 
days rest.  Sheet players (ie: Ragozin sheets) have preached this for 20 years and most serious horse bet-
tors agree.          
 

2nd after a layoff of 6months or more and returning in 30days after a “strong” effort. 
 

Race Type       Win%      I.V.      $ROI   
 

All             21.4      1.55      0.89 
Dirt Spr        22.5      1.84      0.97 
Dirt Rte        16.7      1.36      0.78 
Turf Rte        18.1      1.75      0.88 

 
One thing that should be noted here, the sample size for this test is relatively small.  Less than 15% of the 
horses from the first test (above) qualified.  Be that as it may, this “bounce” angle actually turns out to be 
a pretty solid betting play in dirt-sprints.  The sprinters nearly returned a flat-bet profit!  The grass race 
group also holds its own – but the data sample was very limited as it was with dirt routes.  If we were to 
remove all of these “strong” horses from the overall test (above) it would make that group look extra 
dismal.    
 
Final Thoughts 
Without question, a long layoff of six months or more is a serious flag to notice when perusing the past-
performances in dirt races.  Grass horses seem less susceptible.  The race immediately following the lay-
off can be boom or bust depending on whether the return was strong or not.       
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Late News 

 

HTR 2001 Seminar in Las Vegas 
 

The April, May and June issues of this newsletter will have complete details on the seminar itinerary and 
presentation topics.  If you are making your plans to join us in Las Vegas on June 15-17 for our 6th an-
nual HTR Seminar, please note the following information if you plan to stay at the Stardust Hotel during 
the weekend à  
 
The Stardust Hotel reservations number is: 1-800-634-6757.  Special casino rate rooms (about 
$30/night) are available to HTR members and spouses or a guest.  Use the following room code when 
you speak to the reservation agent: HTR-0601.    
 
Notes: you do not have to stay at the Stardust Hotel to attend this event.  All attendees should plan on 
arriving no later than Friday afternoon of June 15th.  Our special complimentary buffet dinner will be 
served around 6:30pm with the activities beginning around 7pm that evening.  When you are confirmed 
for the trip, please send me an email so we know you are coming - an accurate headcount ensures 
enough handouts are printed for everyone. 

 
 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then 
placed on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of 
HTR can view the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not 
an HTR download customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is avail-
able for a $79/year.  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of the newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter:  $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software  FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 
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